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YOUR TRIP PACK



• Having a truly unique experience as you float in the Dead Sea
• Enjoying home cooked food with a local couple in Tel Aviv and a special Sabbath dinner at a Rabbi’s 

home in Jerusalem on the two food experiences we have booked for you
• Soaking in the fascinating sites of Jerusalem on your guided walking tour of the city 
• Going up Masada to soak in the breathtaking views and spotting some animals as you walk through 

the tranquil Ein Gedi National Park on your guided tour
• Relaxing at one of the many city beaches of Tel Aviv

Your trip highlights

You’re off to Tel Aviv, Jerusalem and beyond in Israel!

Raksha,

You’re off to explore the beauty, history and culture of Israel and we could not be more excited for 
you to enjoy your first Journee trip.

In your Trip Matchmaker form, you told us that you were looking to go somewhere inspirational and spiritual, so 
we’ve matched you with Israel. It is one of the most spiritual places in the world, and its creation to its survival 
(and continuing progress), despite a lack of resources and a constant need for self-defense, is truly inspiring. 

The creativity and inventiveness of the nation is only matched with its extraordinary visual beauty. We are 
confident that your wish to relax in nature, get some R&R, and see popular historic sites will be well satiated as 
you move from the historic Jerusalem sites, to chill Tel Aviv beaches, to the rugged beauty of the Judean desert. 

You also rated food highly so we wanted to send you somewhere with tasty local cuisine and plenty of vegan 
and gluten free options - both boxes that Israel ticks well!



• Explore the spiritual side of Jerusalem on your guided three 
religions holy city walking tour  

• Enjoy your last evening in Jerusalem at leisure
Sunday25/08

• Take the bus back to Tel Aviv 
• Explore the Old City of Jaffa and some more sites 
• Take the flight back home from Tel Aviv to London

Monday26/08

• Leave early morning for your guided day tour to Masada, Ein Gedi 
and the Dead Sea  Saturday24/08

• Explore Jerusalem some more (visit the Yad Vashem Holocaust 
museum and the Machane Yehuda market)

• Have a special Sabbath dinner with festivities at a Rabbi's home 
Friday23/08

• Take a bus to Jerusalem and check in to your Airbnb 
• See the sunset at the Mount of Olives  
• Have dinner and sleep

Thursday22/08

• Take your 2pm flight from London Luton, reaching Tel Aviv at 9pm
• Pick up your prebooked SIM card from the airport and take a cab to 

reach your Airbnb
• Have dinner and sleep

Tuesday20/08

• Relax at the Tel Aviv beaches and explore the sights and smells of 
the city at leisure 

• Have dinner with a local family matched to your dietary preferences
Wednesday21/08

YOUR ITINERARY SUMMARY



Refer to the Destination Guide for more information on anything bold and underlined

Your 4,800 km journey to Tel Aviv begins today as you board your 1:55pm flight from London Luton, taking 5 
hours and reaching Tel Aviv at 9pm.

Once you land, clear immigration and head to the airport counter of 019Mobile to pick up your local 
SIM card. We have already bought you a SIM card topped up with a package that will allow you to make 
unlimited calls in Israel and UK over the next 10 days along with 10 GB data.  So simply go to their shop at the exit 
of the airport and share the order details below to pick up your SIM.

Phone: 0559898579 Email: megha@journeetrips.com Invoice number: 400203519
Date of order: 2019-05-12 15:41:44 

Once you have done that,  its time to head to your accommodation in Tel Aviv. We have booked you an Airbnb 
room (with a private toilet and bathroom) at your host Daniel’s apartment. The apartment has a perfect location - 
5 minutes from the beach, Carmel Market and Rotschild blvd. and buses are just 1 minute away. The address is 
HaTavor Street 13 1, Tel Aviv-Yafo and the most convenient way to get there is a taxi - it should take 
about 30 mins and costs around 120-150 ILS (c.30 GBP). So please take out some cash at the airport for 
the taxi.

You can of course take public transport too (a train to Tel Aviv - Arlozorov/Savidor Station, and from there bus 
number 10 to Hacarmelit Terminal), but while its cheaper, it would take an hour and given most places to eat will 
shut by then, we don’t recommend it. 

If you need any help at all, don’t hesitate to contact Daniel on  +972 543 970 668.

Once you get there, freshen up and go get some dinner. The vegan restaurent Goodness is just a 15 minute 
walk away and is really good and open until 11. Or, if your flight was delayed, the Vietnamese restaurent Vong is 
just around the corner, has good vegan options, and is open until midnight. 

Finally, settle in and get a good night’s sleep to make up for the journey.

Good night, Explorer!

Your flight departs from London Luton (booked and paid for)
You land and collect your local SIM card (booked and paid for)

Important events and timings

1:55pm
9:00pm

DAY ONE: Tuesday, 20 August



Refer to the Destination Guide for more information on anything bold and underlined

Good morning, Raksha! Your trip properly begins today.  

We recommend starting the day right (and sweet) with some fresh yoghurt at Anita’s Yoghurt just five minutes 
away. 

Then pack your sunscreen, shades and and a towel and head to the Tel Aviv beach to soak in some 
Mediterranean sunshine. Swim or just relax on the shore, and have a leisurely morning.

Head to the Carmel Open-Air Market to have a heavenly street food lunch when you are hungry and after a 
siesta (you may need it after the food), leisurely walk along Florentin Street to explore the city and soak in the 
happy evening vibes. 

For dinner, we have something special planned for you. We have booked you a Israeli dinner experience with 
Betzavta which means means "together" in Hebrew. Their mission is to bring travellers and locals together to 
create true friendships over casual dinners at the homes of hosts. After taking your dietary preferences into 
account, you were matched with Lior and Ohad, a married gay vegan couple who will be opening their home for 
a lovely home cooked meal for you tonight (of course, vegan and gluten free).

They live at Arlozorov St 35, Ramat Gan, a 30 minute bus ride away from your apartment (take the 
bus line 61 to Gan Hafokim bus station). You can reach them on +972 502 627 586 in case of any issues. 
Please make sure you get there in time and ready to eat lots of good food and have some great conversations!

Have a good night and sleep well as another day of adventure awaits tomorrow.

Meet your hosts Lior and Ohad for a memorable dining experience (booked 
and paid for)

Important events and timings

7:30pm

DAY TWO: Wednesday, 21 August



Refer to the Destination Guide for more information on anything bold and underlined

You move cities today Explorer, so get ready to leave the cosmopolitan Tel Aviv to go to the deeply traditional 
Jerusalem which while less than 70 km away is a different world all-together.  

Bus number 480 runs every 15 minutes or so from the Tel Aviv-Yafo Arlozorov Terminal and takes about 45 
minutes to reach Jerusalem. So based on when you get up and if you feel like exploring more of Tel Aviv first or 
going straight to Jerusalem, take the bus when you feel like it. We recommend after lunch though so that the 
apartment in Jerusalem is ready by the time you get there.

Once you reach Jerusalem, head to your apartment at HaRav Shalom Shabazi 32 (15 minutes 
walk away). You should be able to identify the apartment by a white parking garage door, or the back of a blue 
hyundai sticking out of a parking spot, with a green metal gate next to it. And of course, you can always reach 
your host Jo on +972 544 263 357 or her husband Gili on +972 526 420 023. Make yourself at home (the 
WIFI network is Shabazi_32-2.4G  and the password is 0544263357) as you have the studio to yourself. 
  
Relax for a bit and then head out to explore. We recommend going to the Mount of Olives today to see the city 
in sunset hues. While walking up the mount, don’t forget to stop at some historic sites on the way - the Tomb of 
Virgin Mary, the Garden of Gethsemane (open until 5pm) and the Jewish Cemetery (the oldest active cemetery 
in the world) are all fascinating.

Have dinner where-ever you fancy (check our Destination Guide for some inspiration) and have a good night’s 
sleep.

Take a bus to Jerusalem when convenient (not pre booked) and checkin to 
your apartment when you arrive (booked and paid for)

Important events and timings

After lunch

DAY THREE: Thursday, 22 August



Refer to the Destination Guide for more information on anything bold and underlined

Good morning, Raksha.

Today is Sabbath night where most things close after lunch so after having breakfast, we recommend heading 
straight to visit the Yad Vashem Holocaust museum before it closes at 2pm. Even though you didn’t rate 
museums very highly in your Trip Matchmaker form, this is one museum we still recommend visiting as it does a 
great job of explaining the history behind Israel and serves as a poignant reminder of the crimes committed by 
the Nazis. The room at the end is a special place and it is hard not to be touched here. 

Have lunch at the Machane Yehuda Market (the market runs from 9am to 7pm usually but closes at 3pm on 
Fridays for Sabbath- but this is when it is particularly lively as locals finish their shopping before going to rest).

See the preparations for Sabbath unfurl and go rest for a bit back at your apartment to recharge before the 
special experience we have booked for you tonight. 

You will be enjoying a multi-course vegan, gluten free and kosher Shabbat dinner made from fresh, seasonal 
ingredients at Osnat and Rabbi Shaul’s home as they celebrate Sabbath with you and their group of Yeshiva 
students. Beyond food and drinks, this experience will also feature Hassidic teachings, singing and even 
dancing!

They will expect you to get there by 9pm and their address is Elisha St 5, Jerusalem, Israel (Next 
to City Hall, Jaffa Gate & Mamilla). You can reach them on +972 527 211 465 in case of any issues. 

We hope you enjoy this authentic peak into Jewish culture. 

After the dinner get some rest as you have a early start planned for tomorrow. 

Shabbat dinner with hosts Osnat and Rabbi Shaul along with their Yeshiva 
students

Important events and timings

9:00pm

DAY FOUR: Friday, 23 August



Refer to the Destination Guide for more information on anything bold and underlined

Today is Sabbath day, Raksha. Which means most things in Jerusalem (including shops) will be closed. This is 
why we have chosen today for your trip outside the city. 

You will be going through the Judean Desert and enjoying a nature day away from the city, crossing some of the 
most iconic sites in the region. You rated relaxing in nature, getting some R&R and seeing wildlife all highly, and 
today you will be ticking all three off on this tour.
 
The meeting point for the tour is the David Citadel Hotel (about 20 minutes walk away) so make 
sure you get up in time to reach here by 7:45am. 

After pickup,  the bus will first take you to Masada, where you will ascending the hill via the cable car and tour the 
fortress with your guide. After soaking in some incredible views across the Dead Sea region, your guide will take 
you to Ein Gedi next. Here you will be able to walk through the oasis that sits in the middle of the desert. There is 
also a coffee shop outside the reserve, so you will be able to get some food on the way. 

And finally, the tour will continue to the Dead Sea, where you will get a chance to bathe in the muds and float in 
the waters of this salty lake. You will cross the oldest city on Earth, Jericho, on the way back and reach Jerusalem 
by 6pm. 

Relax when you get back and head to the Machane Yehuda to see the transformed food market at night.

Have some dinner and get a good night’s sleep.

 

Pick up time for your guided tour to Masada, Ein Gedi and the Dead Sea 
(booked and paid for)

Important events and timings

7:45am

DAY FIVE: Saturday, 24 August



Refer to the Destination Guide for more information on anything bold and underlined

After breakfast, make your way to the Jaffa Gate, the meeting point for your guided tour that starts at 11am. 

Over the next four hours of your guided tour,  you will be visiting some of the most revered sites in the world - 
Temple Mount, Dome of the Rock , Church of the Holy Sepulchre, and the Western Wall.

The Temple Mount isn’t open every day, limits entries and has a strict dress code - this is why we chose the 
morning guided tour on a day when you will be able to go inside (just make sure you follow the dress code 
of full length pants or a skirt that covers the ankles and have sleeves up to the elbows).

Soak in the history, art, culture and magic of the religious side of Jerusalem with your guide, eat some delicious 
hummus at the Arab market after the tour and go to the Mount of Olives for another sunset this evening if you 
feel like.
 
Have your last dinner in Jerusalem and get some rest.

Starting time for your guided three religion holy city walking tour (booked and 
paid for)

Important events and timings

11:00am

DAY SIX: Sunday, 25 August



Refer to the Destination Guide for more information on anything bold and underlined

Today is the last day of your first Journee trip, Raksha!

When you are up and ready, pack your bags and take the morning bus to Tel Aviv (bus 405 from Jerusalem 
central bus station).

Once you reach there, store your luggage away so you can explore the city freely. There is storage 
on the 6th floor of the Central Bus Station close to the HaHagana station. 

Explore the Old City of Jaffa today. Have lunch, relax, and leisurely stroll along Florentine Street and other parts of 
the city that you fancy for the remaining day.

Finally, have some dinner and pick up your luggage to leave in time for your 9:55pm flight back home. 

Have a safe flight, rest up, and think of all the wonderful memories you’ve created on your first Journee trip.

Take a bus to Tel Aviv and explore Jaffa 
Get your return flight home to London

Important events and timings

Morning
9:55pm

DAY SEVEN: Monday, 26 August



James, found your flights, created your clues and made sure all your emails and WhatsApp 
messages went out on time.

Ed, created this Trip Pack and designed everything from the Journee website to the Trip 
Matchmaker form you originally filled in.

Megha, our travel-obsessed Chief Travel Designer, matched you with your mystery 
destination, and then planned and wrote the itinerary for you to explore it with.

Making this itinerary and planning your trip has been a labour of love for us. So we can continue providing 
unique and personalised travel experiences, we would request you do not share this guide or any other material 
that we sent you with anyone else. This trip was designed and meant for you only.

Last, and certainly not least, a huge thank you for being part of this journey with us. We’re proud to 
call you a Journee Explorer, and it’s open-minded travellers like you that make the world a better place. We 
salute you.

Until the next time!
Team Journee

A note from the team that made your trip happen…



Tel Aviv, Jerusalem and The Judaean Desert, Israel 
DESTINATION GUIDE



Sunrise is at 6:00am and sunset 
at 7:15pm.

Daylight

Two or three round pins.

Power adaptors

The national language is Hebrew 
but locals usually do speak some 

English.

Language

The currency is Israeli New Shekel 
(1 GBP ~ 4 ILS). Places outside Tel 
Aviv often don’t take cards so you 

should take some cash out.

Currency

The tap water is usually safe to 
drink in Tel Aviv, but we 

recommend buying bottled water 
in Jerusalem.

Potable water

Israel is two hours ahead of 
London.

Timezone

Israel is a country in Western Asia, located on the southeastern shore of the Mediterranean Sea and the northern 
shore of the Red Sea. It has land borders with Lebanon to the north, Syria to the northeast, Jordan on the east, 
the Palestinian territories of the West Bank and Gaza Strip to the east and west, respectively, and Egypt to the 
southwest. Israel's economic and technological center is Tel Aviv, while its seat of government and proclaimed 
capital is Jerusalem (although the state's sovereignty over Jerusalem isn’t universally recognised).

GOOD TO KNOW



Schalom!
Bokir tow!
Lehitraot!
Ken
Lo
Ani mitstaer/Ani mitstaeret (m/f)
Bevakasha
Toda
Bewakascha
Ani lo medaberet iwrit
Ata medaber English?/At medaberet English? (m/f)

Hello
Good morning
Goodbye
Yes
No
I am sorry
Please
Thank you
You are welcome
I don't speak Hebrew
Do you speak English?

Phrase Translation

Key phrases in Hebrew



Combining flavours, ingredients and origins from all over the world, Israeli food is some of the most diverse in 
the world and the Kibbutz culture has led to produce that is also local, fresh and seasonal. Very few food items 
are imported and everything from fruits to spices and vegetables are typically fresh, vibrant and delicious. Israel 
is a great destination to stock on some authentic, quality spices and herbs.  

Vegan food is widely available and gluten free dishes are in the plenty too (just keep a lookout for these words 
on labels to indicate whether an item is gluten-free or not: Gluten-Free ןטולג אלל , Contains Gluten ליכמ  

ןטולג , May contain traces of Gluten ןטולג תובקע ליכהל יושע )

• Za’atar: Blend of herbs (hyssop, sumac, sesame etc) used in everything from baked goods to  hummus 
• Sumac: A purple-reddish spice that comes from red berries and has an herbal yet lemony taste  
• Carob powder: Made from the dried, roasted and ground pods of the Carob trees (indigenous to Israel) 

and used in place of cocoa to make vegan hot chocolate 
• Hawaij: Yemeni spice with two blends, savoury for soups and one for coffee; great to add to turmeric milk  
• Baharat: A mixture of Middle Eastern herbs used to spice meat and as a condiment  

Spices and herbs 

• Nana tea: Spearmint from Mediterranean whose leaves are placed in boiling water, often with regular tea 
• Sachlav: Comfort beverage made with sahlab orchid, coconut shreds, pistachios and raisins mixed with 

hot milk, orange blossom water, cinnamon and vanilla (sold in urns) 

Beverages

Our guide to Israeli food

• Sabich: Israeli pita sandwich stuffed with fried eggplant and hard-boiled eggs (also has a vegan version)
• Shakshuka: Spiced tomato, pepper and onion heated and used to poach eggs (a vegan version exists)
• Bamba: Classic Israeli peanut snack made from corn
• Apropo: Another corn-based snack that comes in the shape of a bugle horn   
• Elite chocolate bars: Exploding chocolate found at supermarkets; these chocolates have pop rocks

Breakfast dishes and snacks 

• Bourekas: Flaky pastries with a variety of fillings (like cheese, spinach, mushroom) topped with sesame 
• Druze Pita: Extra thin bread prepared like a crepe and filled with cheese (hummus for vegans) and za’atar 
• Hummus: In Israel, hummus tastes heavenly everywhere and each shop has its own unique recipe, 

varying from the way the chickpeas are cooked, to the amount of tahini used
• Falafel:  Some of the freshest, crispiest Falafels (fried chickpea balls) you will find in the world

Lunch and dinner dishes 

• Baklava: Sweet made with thin layers of phyllo pastry filled with a variety of nuts and glued  with honey
• Halva: Dense, sweet most commonly made from sesame paste or nut butter like pista butter with honey

Sweets



• Narrow, medieval streets are full 
of galleries, cafes, boutiques 
and an amazing flea market 

• Eateries overlooking the sea 
offer a great view into Tel Aviv 

• The clock tower, Mahumoudiya 
mosque from 1809, St Peter's 
monastery and HaTachana (a 
restored old Jaffa train station) 
are worth visiting here  

Jaffa Old Town

• Ancient port city out of which 
Tel Aviv has grown 

• Has one of the oldest harbours 
in the world (the port is even 
mentioned in the Bible as the 
disembarkation point for 
pilgrims to the Holy Land)

• Served as the main entry point 
to Israel until the late 19th 
century when Jews from the 
world began to return to Israel

Jaffa Port

Tel Aviv lives up to its name (‘Hill of Spring' in Hebrew) and is the young, cosmopolitan hub of Israel. Creativity is 
entrenched in the DNA here and you will feel it in everything from street art alleys to buzzing cafes, innovative 
restaurants and a thriving tech scene. Glorious Mediterranean beaches are in close proximity both to the 
charming old port town of Jaffa and the modern day high rises. And the sun kissed weather means that quality 
fruit and vegetables are never far away. No wonder then, that Tel Aviv became the vegan capital of the world!

TEL AVIV

Where to go and what to do



• Dubbed as the “Brooklyn of Tel 
Aviv”, this is the artsy area of Tel 
Aviv with culturally diverse and 
politically expressive graffiti, 
carpenters, bakers, tattoo 
studios and more   

Florentine Street

• Tel Aviv's busiest market and 
the place where locals go to eat 
street food and buy everything 
from fresh fruits and vegetables 
to daily use items

Carmel Open-Air Market 

• Aviv Beach: clean and with a 
beautiful promenade

• Frishman Beach: has concrete 
stairs (so you can enjoy the 
view without coming close to 
the sand if you don’t want to)

• Gordon Beach: the most 
famous

City Beaches of Tel Aviv



• A 3.5-sq-km stretch of grassy 
parkland and the city's largest 
green space, along the river

• Popular among joggers, cyclists, 
skaters, and frisbee-throwers    

HaYarkon Park

• Established in the 20s by 
Balkan immigrants, this is where 
both locals and celebrity chefs 
go to buy fresh aromatic herbs 
and spices 

Levinski Spice Market 

• Within the White City, the 
world’s largest collection of 
International or Bauhaus style 
white buildings (the first 
'modern' UNESCO site). 
Constructed in the 20s and 
30s when a large number of 
Jewish architects moved to Tel 
Aviv from Europe and recreated 
the European cafe culture 
whilst integrating the modernist 
architectural style 

Rothschild Boulevard



• Modest house of avid Ben-Gurion, Israel’s first 
prime minister 

Hagnah Museum

• Documents the formation and activities of the 
Haganah, the paramilitary organisation that 
was the forerunner of today’s Israel Defence 
Forces (IDF) 

Ben-Gurion House

• Beautiful seafront park; great for its 
Mediterranean views

Independence Park

• Drive-through safari with rhinos, hippos and 
zebras, and a large zoo 

Safari Ramat Gan

• Modern 'envelope’ shaped 
building with an impressive 
gallery

Museum of Modern Art



Great street food vendors to choose from
Restaurant in an old synagogue just behind the stalls in caramel market
All-vegan restaurant also popular among meat eaters
Vegan, gluten-free and heavenly Indian dosas
Translates to magic, and serves some of the best falafel in the city 
All vegan eatery serving breakfast, lunch, and dinner  
Concept bar showcases the fresh produce used in the kitchen 
Great for Vegan falafel, hummus, shawarma, kebab and Jerusalem mix
Vegan sushi (obvs.) plus vegan rolls, salads, dumplings, and dim sum 
Vegan restaurant offers seitan schnitzel and tofu, shawarma, pizza, etc
Falafel plus coated fried potatoes, and gluten-free dishes 
Vegan restaurant serving Ethiopian cuisine with jazz on Mondays
Healthy fast food and vegan burgers 
Indoor gourmet food market with lots of international vendors  

Description

Carmel Market
Hummus HaCarmel
Anastasia
Dosa Bar
Falafel Hakoshem
Meshek Barzilay
Bana
Falafel Mevorach
Green Roll Vegan Sushi
Goodness
Johnny’s Falafel 
Tenat
Nature Boys
Sarona Market 

Name

Breakfast, coffee et al

Lunch and dinner

Handmade Italian gelato and many vegan options  
Several flavours including vegan option made with acai; special toppings 
Vegan cafe serving buddha bowls and fresh juices
Unique cafe with seating on the benches or with blankets on the grass
All-day breakfast for vegans and with an artistic interior 
Both savoury and sweet crepes made from buckwheat (gluten-free) 
Bakery offering many vegan options including brownies and cookies

Description

Jeff Ice Cream 
Anita Yogurt
Juice and Bow
We Like You Too
Cafe XOHO
Creperie Bretonne
Piece of Cake

Name

Where to eat in Tel Aviv



• Only Muslims can enter the 
temple, but all visitors can see it 
from the outside  

• The Al Aqsa Mosque - third 
holiest site after Mecca and 
Medina, as per Islam is in the 
compound 

• The golden gate is also in the 
compound (this is where 
Christians believe the Messiah 
will enter the world from), as is 
Solomon's stables

…The Noble Sanctuary for the Muslims

• Hill in the Old City of Jerusalem 
that's venerated as a holy site in 
Judaism, Christianity, and Islam 
(closed Friday and Saturday)

• Home to the Dome of the Rock, 
the site where the Prophet 
Mohammed ascended to 
heaven as per Islam and where 
Abraham prepared to sacrifice 
his son (it being the location of 
first Jewish temple) 

The Temple Mount for the Jews… 

It doesn't get more historic, spiritual, magnetic and cultural than this. Sacred for three of the biggest religions in 
the world, Jerusalem's diverse population gets an equally diverse range of awestruck pilgrims. The city is a 
sensory experience - you’ll witness an intermingling aroma of incense, coffee and candle smoke as you move 
from Arabic souqs (markets) to Christian, Jewish and Armenian quarters to eat food shaped by dozens of 
nationalities. With new discoveries still being unearthed, the history is very much still in the making here!

JERUSALEM

Where to go and what to do



• Poignant memorial to the six 
million Jews murdered by the 
Nazis

• The Hall of Names has photos 
of the victims covering the 
ceiling and books filled with 
their names (with a page 
dedicated per person); there is 
also a hole in the floor in 
memory of the unknown 
victims and empty space for 
names yet to be added

Yad Vashem

• One of Christianity's most 
sacred sites, the site where 
Jesus was crucified and buried 

• The church was made here as 
a result of lobbying on the part 
of Helena, the mother of 
Emperor Constantine, 300 
years after the crucifixion

• A Muslim family holds the keys 
to the church

Church of the Holy Sepulchre 

• The 2,000 year old wall is 
Judaism's holiest site 

• Considered sacred given its 
proximity to the ‘gates of 
heaven’ and the original temple

• Became a pilgrimage spot 
during the Ottoman period 
when Jews came to mourn the 
Temple destruction (thus 
Wailing Wall) 

Western Wall



• A lively atmospheric market in 
the Muslim quarter selling 
everything from spices to 
souvenirs   

Arab Market

• Mountain named for the olives 
that once covered its slopes

• Used as a Jewish cemetery for 
over 3,000 years and holds 
more than 150,000 graves 

• Offers a beautiful panorama of 
the old and new cities; most 
beautiful to visit in the morning 
when the sun is behind you

Mount of Olives

• Most lively early mornings and  
on Shabbat 

• Market by the day; reinvents 
itself as a restaurant and bar 
hub for foodies at night

• A market has stood here since 
Ottoman times

Mahane Yehuda Market



• Built by Herod to protect his 
palace (and believed to be the 
site of Christ’s trial) 

• Later used by the Romans, 
Crusaders, the Mamluks, and 
the Ottomans and now 
operating as a museum   

Tower of David

• This shade-free walk atop the 
Old City ramparts was built by 
Suleiman the Magnificent 
around 485 years ago and 
provides excellent rooftop 
perspective of Jerusalem 
offering great views at every 
step

Ramparts Walk

• Ruins of the main street from 
Roman times which would 
have run the whole breadth of 
the city at one point

• There are wells that allow you 
to see down to the levels 
beneath the street from the 
days of the First Temple

Cardo



• The route that Christians 
believe was taken by Jesus as 
he carried his cross after being 
condemned to be crucified

• Pilgrims from many countries 
come here, carrying their own 
crosses up the hill 

Via Dolorosa or the Stations of the Cross

• One of Jerusalem's most active 
archaeological sites, full of 
ancient tunnels and citadels 

The City of David

• 900+ scrolls that are thought 
to have been written by an 
ascetic group of Jews back in 
132–35 CE, that cover both 
secular and religious issues, 
were found  in the Dead Sea 
and are now on display here 
under a distinctive lid-shaped 
roof designed to symbolise the 
pots of the Dead Sea Scrolls  

Israel Museum



• Grave of Oscar Schindler who earned the 
honorific of Righteous Among the Nations, 
awarded by Israel to non-Jews who risked their 
lives to save Jews during the Holocaust

Room of the Last Supper

• Above King David's Tomb and reached by a 
staircase nearby, this is the debated room of 
Christ's last supper

Schindler's Grave

• Small chapel with a stone floor that bears an 
imprint that Christians believe are the footsteps 
of Jesus as he ascended to heaven 

Chapel of Ascension

• The largest green space in the city 

Sacher Park

• A monastery in the barren valley on a highway; 
Christians believe this to be the site of the tree 
that was used for making Jesus's cross 

Monastery of the Cross 

• One of Christianity's holiest sites and the 
resting place of Mary, mother of Jesus 

Tomb of Virgin Mary

• An ultra-Orthodox 
neighbourhood in Jerusalem 
which gives an authentic peek 
into the lives of strictly religious 
jews (extremely modest 
clothing advised for visits here)

Mea Shearim



Menu changes daily and you can watch the chefs cook  
Focuses on traditional cuisine with a contemporary twist 
Great market food stalls; Azura here serves the creamiest hummus 
Picturesque restaurant inside the Artists’ House (open on Sabbath)
Inside the Israel Museum, serving traditional cuisine  
Good food; located in a 100 years old building (open on Sabbath)
Varied and rich vegan menu, including homemade dishes   
Traditional Palestinian place for hummus and falafel  
Vegan buffet of hot stews, a salad bar, and various pies and desserts  

Description

Machneyuda
Eucalyptus
Mahane Yehuda Market
Mona
Modern
Link
The Negila
Hummus Acrmavi
Village Green

NamePrice

Lunch and dinner

Breakfast, coffee et al

Where to eat in Jerusalem

Good coffee and outdoor seating with lovely views
Open 24 hours a day, seven days a week!  
One of the best hummus, often enhanced with Yemenite condiment
Hummus bar with many different varieties of hummus (e.g. mushroom)
Fresh juices, soups breakfasts, sandwiches and more
Great vegan ice-cream options

Description

Café Bezalel
Zuni
Lina
Ben Sira
Mitz Marak
Aldo

Name

Breakfast, coffee et al



• Beautiful reserve; great for 
hiking along the Ein Gedi 
stream which flows from the 
hillier regions of the desert and 
feeds the Dead Sea

• Natural habitation of wildlife - it 
has one of the largest herds of 
Ibex in all of Israel and is also 
home to wolves, foxes, bats and 
many birds of prey

Ein Gedi Nature Reserve 

• Ancient hilltop fortress with 
spectacular views (you can 
climb it or go up the cable car) 

• Built in 30 BC by King Herod

• The site was the last stronghold 
of about 960 Jewish zealots 
who chose to commit suicide 
when the Romans finally 
besieged Masada in the year 72

• UNESCO World Heritage Site  

Masada

One of the world’s smallest, yet most unique desert regions, this is a rock desert characterised by a large 
number of wadis cutting through the rock. This was historically the main entry route to the Holy City of Jerusalem    
and offers a stunning contrast of landscape. The scenery changes from green and mountainous cities to yellow, 
rocky deserts with hilltop villages and nomadic Bedouin population as you move from Jerusalem to the Dead 
Sea. 

THE JUDEAN DESERT

Where to go and what to do



• The lowest place on Earth and 
a natural border between Israel 
and Jordan 

• Salinity is so high (10x the 
ocean) that you can float 
naturally (it has an oily texture & 
tastes horrible), and no fish can 
survive (hence called dead 
sea)

• Both the water and mud 
around are therapeutic and 
renowned for health and 
healing properties

Dead Sea



“We travel not to escape life, but for life not to escape us”


